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A Characterization of the Sharply 3-transitive Finite Permutation 
Groups 
ARRIGO BONISOLI AND GABOR KORCHMAROS 
Generalizing a result by N. Percsy, we prove a sufficient condition for a sharply 3-transitive 
finite permutation set with identity to be a group; the proof makes use of M. J. Kallaher's 
theorem on finite Bol quasifields. 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of sharply 3-transitive finite permutation sets arises in connection with 
those geometric structures known as Minkowski planes, i.e. the structures generalizing 
the geometry of plane sections of a hyperbolic quadric in 3-dimensional projective 
space, cf. [2] or [3, III§4]. Every finite Minkowski plane can be described by a sharply 
3-transitive permutation set on a finite set Q and, conversely, every such set of 
permutations yields a finite Minkowski plane, cf. [2], [3, III§4], [11]. 
Among sharply 3-transitive finite permutation sets a special role is played by the 
groups; the group property for the permutation set amounts to the request that a 
special configurational condition called the 'rectangle axiom' holds universally in the 
corresponding Minkowski plane, cf. [2], [3, III§4], [11]. 
We recall here the classification of sharply 3-transitive finite permutation groups; 
see, for instance, [17]. If G is a sharply 3-transitive permutation group on the finite set 
Q of cardinality q + 1, then q is a prime power, and the elements of Q can be identified 
with the points of the projective line PG(1, q) = GF(q) U {oo} and precisely one of the 
following two cases occurs: (I) G is the group PGL(2, q) of all fractional linear 
transformations of the form z ~ (az + b)/(ez +d), a, b, e, de GF(q), ad- be =FO; (II) 
we have q = pm for an odd prime p and an even positive integer m and if a denotes the 
unique automorphism of order 2 of GF(q), namely a(z) = zPm/2, then G coincides with 
the group denoted by M(q) which consists of all fractional semilinear transformations 
of the form z ~ (az + b)/(ez +d) if ad- be is a square in GF(q)* resp. of the form 
z ~ (aa(z) + b)/(ea(z) +d) if ad- be is a non-square in GF(q)*. 
The following well known result has been proved independently by a number of 
authors (cf. [1], [9], [10], [11], [15], [18], [20]): if G is a sharply 3-transitive 
permutation set on the finite set Q of odd cardinality such that ida e G, then G is a 
group and it is thus possible to identify the elements of Q with the points of the 
projective line PG(1, 2m) in such a way that G = PGL(2, 2m) holds. We have thus a 
complete classification when the underlying set Q has odd size. 
The situation differs substantially when the underlying set Q has even size: examples 
of sharply 3-transitive permutation sets on PG(1, q) which contain the identity but are 
not groups are known to exist when q is of the form pm for an odd prime p and an 
integer m ~ 3, see for instance [19]. 
The problem of recognizing sharply 3-transitive permutation groups among sharply 
3-transitive permutation sets when the underlying set Q has even size has been 
considered by N. Percsy in [19]: he proves that if G is a sharply 3-transitive 
permutation set on the finite set Q of even cardinality with ida e G, then G turns out 
to be a group provided that the permutation fgf belongs to G whenever the 
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permutations f and g belong to G. L. A. Rosati in [21] has weakened Percsy's 
condition and shown that G still turns out to be a group even if we only assume that for 
an element oo E Q the relations f E G, g E G, imply fgf E G. It is the purpose of the 
present paper to prove that G still turns out to be a group if we require fgf E G 
whenever f and g lie in the subset of G consisting of the identity and of the 
permutations in G with precisely two fixed points on Q. 
Throughout the paper Q will denote a finite set of even cardinality; we shall write 
IQI = q + 1 with q odd. By Sym(Q) we denote the full symmetric group on Q, i.e. the 
group of all permutations on Q. By definition, a permutation on Q is a special subset 
of the cartesian product Q x Q; on the other hand, the usual functional notation for 
mappings also has some advantages; therefore if g is a permutation on Q and x, yare 
elements of Q the relations (x, y) E g resp. g(x) = y will have for us the same meaning 
and we shall use either one of them according to our convenience. 
A non-empty subsetS of Sym(Q) is called a permutation set on Q. For a permutation 
setS on Q we shall denote by (S) the subgroup of Sym(Q) which is generated by S. 
For a permutation set S on Q we shall adopt notations of common use for the 
stabilizers: Sx: = {f E S I f(x) = x} denotes the stabilizer of an element x E Q, which will 
occasionally be denoted also by Stabs(x); if x andy are distinct elements of the set Q 
we denote by Sx,y : = {f E S If (x) = x ,f (y) = y} the pointwise stabilizer of the set 
{x, y }, while s(x,y) := {f E s I f(x) = y, f(y) =X} is the set of all permutations in s 
exchanging X and y in a 2-cycle, finally s{x,y} := Sx,y u S(x,y) = {f E s If( {x, y}) = 
{x, y}} denotes the global or setwise stabilizer of {x, y }. If S is a permutation group 
on Q and x is an element of Q we shall denote by orbs(x) the orbit of x under the 
action of S. 
Throughout the paper G will denote a sharply 3-transitive permutation set on Q such 
that the identical permutation ida belongs to G; that means, if (xt. x 2 , x3), (y1, y2 , y3) 
are triples of distinct elements of Q, there exists a unique permutation g in G mapping 
X; toy; fori= 1, 2, 3 and, furthermore, the identity is the unique permutation in G with 
more than two fixed points. 
We shall be often concerned with permutations having precisely two fixed points on 
Q, which we call hyperbolic permutations for short; in particular a hyperbolic 
permutation of order 2 will be called a hyperbolic involution. We denote by H resp. by 
J the subset of G consisting of all hyperbolic permutations in G resp. of all hyperbolic 
involutions in G. 
We shall assume that the following additional condition holds: 
h, k E H U {ida} ~hkh E G. (+) 
We are able to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a sharply 3-transitive permutation set on the finite set Q of 
cardinality q + 1, q odd, q =F 9, with the property that the identical permutation ida 
belongs to G and such that condition ( +) is fulfilled for the set H of hyperbolic 
permutations in G. Further, assume Gx,y to be a group for all x, y E Q, x =F y. Then G is 
a permutation group and can thus be identified either with PGL(2, q) or with M(q). 
Making use of M. J. Kallaher's theorem on finite Bol quasifields we can drop the 
assumption that Gx,y be a group, with the exception of a finite number of values of q. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a sharply 3-transitive permutation set on the finite set Q of 
cardinality q + 1, q odd, q fl {9, 52, 72, 112, 192; 292, 592, 34}, with the property that the 
identical permutation ida belongs to G and such that condition ( +) is fulfilled for the set 
H of hyperbolic permutations in G. Then G is a permutation group and can thus be 
identified either with PGL(2, q) or with M(q). 
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If q :o:;; 7 then G may be identified with PGL(2, q) by the observation in [6]. For the 
proof of the above theorems we may therefore assume that q > 9 holds, which we shall 
do from now on. 
THE DERIVED AFFINE PLANE 
We begin this section with a straightforward consequence of condition (+). 
PROPOSITION 1. If h is in H U {idg} and i is an integer then h; E H U {idg}. In 
particular, hE H implies h- 1 E H. 
PROOF. We have h2 = hidgh; it follows from (+) that h2 lies in G; if hE H and 
h2 =I= idg then by sharp 3-transitivity the fixed points of h2 are precisely those of h and 
so h2 belongs to H. Repeating the argument inductively for h4 = hh2h, h6 = hh4h, ... , 
we see that every even power of h lies in H U {idg}. For the odd powers of h the 
argument is quite similar: h3 = hhh, h5 = hh3h and so on. 0 
We denote by .Al(G) the Minkowski plane associated to G, i.e. the incidence 
structure constructed by the following well known procedure. The points of .At( G) are 
the elements of the cartesian product Q x Q. The blocks (or circles) of .At( G) are the 
elements of G. We distinguish further subsets of Q x Q; namely, if a is any element of 
Q we define (a)+:= {(a, y) I y E Q}, (a)_:= {(x, a) I x E Q}; we set 2+ :={(a)+ I a E 
Q}, 2_ := {(a)_l a E Q}, 2:= 2+ U 2_; the elements of 2+ resp. 2_ resp. 2 will be 
called positive generators resp. negative generators resp. generators. Point-block 
incidence and point-generator incidence is simply given by E in the natural way. 
If P = (x, y) is a point of .At( G) we define the derived affine plane .Al(G)p as follows. 
The points of .Al(G)p are the points of .At( G), with the exclusion of the points lying on 
the two generators through P. The lines of .Al(G)p are the generators of .Al(G) not 
through P together with the circles of .At( G) through P (i.e. the permutations g in G 
such that g(x) = y). Point-line incidence is that induced by incidence in .At( G). We 
shall sometimes consider the projective closure of .At( G)p which we shall denote again 
by M(G)p, since it will immediately be clear from the context whether we are dealing 
with the affine or with the projective plane. 
Let x be an element of Q. A permutation in Gx \{idg} has either one fixed point on 
Q\ {x} or none: in the former case it is a hyperbolic permutation and thus lies in H; in 
the latter case it yields a line of the derived affine plane .At( G)(x,x) which is parallel to 
idg. The permutations in Gx \H form thus a class of parallel lines in M(G)(x,x)· 
PROPOSITION 2. Let g;;_, ~ •. .. , ~. ~q+l be the q + 1 parallel classes of a finite 
affine plane 1r of order q. Set ~:= @'j U · · · U ~q· Assume q; is a permutation of the 
point-set of 1r such that for each line IE~ the image q;(l) is again a line. Then q; is a 
co/lineation of n. 
PROOF. Let i be an index in {1, ... , q }. If r, s E ~. then obviously q;(r) and q;(s) 
are parallel lines and therefore q; maps ~ bijectively onto a parallel class <§;; distinct 
indices i, j yield distinct parallel classes <§;, ~-
In order to show that q; is a collineation, we have to prove that if P, Q, Rare three 
collinear points then so are the points q;(P), q;(Q), q;(R). This is obvious if P, Q, R lie 
on a line of ~- Assume that the line through P, Q and R belongs to ~q+l and the 
points q;(P), q;(Q), q;(R) form a triangle; at least one of the three lines q;(P)q;(Q), 
q;(P)q;(R), q;(R)q;(Q) belongs to ~ for some index i E {1, 2, ... , q} and is thus the 
q;-image of a line IE~- Since I must contain at least two of the points P, Q and R, we 
see that I must be the line through P, Q and R, a contradiction. 0 
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PRoPosmoN 3. Let x be an element of Q and let h be a permutation in Hx U { id0 }. 
The mapping cp: Q X Q._ Q X Q, (u, v) ~ (h- 1(u), h(v)) induces a co/lineation of the 
derived affine plane Al(G)<x.x)· The mapping 'ljJ: Q X Q._ Q X Q, (u, v)~ 
(h- 1(v), h(u)) induces an involutory homology with axis h of the derived affine plane 
Al(G)(x,x)· In particular we have that g E Gx implies hgh, hg- 1h E Gx-
PROOF. Clearly cp yields a permutation of the point-set of Al(G)(x,x)· 
Evidently cp maps each positive generator onto a positive generator and each 
negative generator onto a negative generator. For each permutation f E Sym(Q) we 
have cp(f) = hfh. If g E Hx then cp(g) = hgh lies in Gx by condition (+). Each line of 
Al(G)(x,x) is thus mapped by cp onto a line, except possibly for the lines in Gx \H, i.e. 
for the lines which are parallel to id0 . We can apply Proposition 2 and conclude that cp 
induces a collineation in Al(G)(x,x)· We have hgh E Gx for each permutation g E Gx. 
The mapping 1jJ induces an involutory permutation of the point-set of Al(G)(x,x)· 
Evidently 1jJ maps each positive generator onto a negative generator and each negative 
generator onto a positive generator. For each permutation f E Sym(Q) we have 
1jJ(f) = hf-1h. If g E Hx then also g-1 E Hx by Proposition 1 and so 1jJ(g) = hg- 1h lies in 
Gx by condition (+). Each line of Al(G)(x,x) is thus mapped by 1jJ onto a line, except 
possibly for the lines which are parallel to id0 ; Proposition 2 applies again and 1jJ 
induces an involutory collineation in Al(G)(x,x)· We have 1/J(g) = hg-1h E Gx for each 
permutation g E Gx-
All points of type (u, h(u)) with u E Q are fixed by tjJ. As these are the unique 
proper points of Al(G)(x,x) which are fixed by 1jJ and since the plane has odd order, it 
follows from Baer's theorem that 1J1 yields a homology with axis h, whose center C lies 
on the line at infinity, but is different from the two directions X"" resp. Y"' of the 
negative resp. positive generators, because these are interchanged by tjJ. From 
1J1(id0 ) = h2 it also follows that if h f (J U { id0 }) then C is also different from the point 
at infinity of the line id0 . 0 
PROPosmoN 4. For x E Q we have that if g belongs to Gx then so does g- 1• 
PROOF. Take h = id0 in Proposition 3. 0 
PRoPosmoN 5. Let x, y be distinct element of Q. For wE Q\ {x, y} there exists a 
unique permutation j E G such that j(x) = y, j(y) =x, j(w) = w; i~ turns out that j is a 
hyperbolic involution, i.e. j E J. There are exactly (q- 1)/2 hyperbolic involutions in G 
exchanging x andy, i.e. ll(x,y)l = (q -1)/2. 
PROOF. Existence and uniqueness of j are a consequence of the sharp 3-transitivity 
of G. From j E Gw it follows that r 1 also belongs to G, whence j = r\ i.e./= id0 ; 
since j (x) = y * x we have j * id0 and therefore j is an involution in G. As I !21 = q + 1 
is even, j must fix a further element on Q, i.e. j eJ. 
A hyperbolic involution in G(x.y) is therefore uniquely determined by the choice of a 
fixed point on Q \ { x, y}; since the choice of either one of the two fixed points of the 
hyperbolic involution yields the same result, we have ll<x. y)l = (q - 1)/2. 0 
PRoPosmoN 6. Let x, y be distinct elements of Q and let jl, j2 be hyperbolic 
involutions in J(x,y)· The mapping Qx Q._Qx Q, (u, v)~(jlh(u),jd2(v)) yields a 
co/lineation of the derived affine plane Al( G)(x.x)· 
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PROOF. Since j 1 j 2(x) = x, the mapping under consideration certainly permutes the 
point-set of .4l(G)(x,x); furthermore, each positive resp. negative generator is mapped 
onto a positive resp. negative generator. 
The image of a line g E Gx is the permutation j 1 jzgjzj1 which certainly fixes x. If 
g E Hx then the hyperbolic permutation j2gj2 lies in G by condition(+), i.e. j2gjz E H; 
another application of (+) yields now j 1(jzgjz)j1 E Gx. Each line of .4l(G)(x,x) is thus 
mapped onto a line, except possibly for a line in the parallel class Gx \Hx- The 
assertion is thus a consequence of Proposition 2. D 
PROPOSITION 7. For x E Q the permutation set lx acts sharply !-transitively on 
Q\{x}. 
PROOF. A hyperbolic involution fixing x is uniquely determined by the choice of 
any one of its 2-cycles (y, w) withy, w distinct elements in Q\{x}; since a hyperbolic 
involution on q + 1 elements contains two fixed points and (q- 1)/2 cycles of length 2, 
we have llxl = <nl((q -1)/2) = q. Each element y E Q\ {x} appears with every other 
element w E Q\ {x, y} precisely once in a 2-cycle among the q involutions in lx and this 
yields already q - 1 permutations in lx as w varies in Q\ {x, y}; it follows that there is 
precisely one involution in lx which fixes y. The assertion now follows. D 
PROPOSJTION 8. Let x be an element of Q. The derived affine plane .4l( G)(x,x) is a Bol 
plane. 
PROOF. Choose the directions Xoo resp. Yoo of the negative generators resp. of the 
positive generators as co-ordinate directions. 
By Proposition 3, every proper line of direction different from Xoo, Yoo and not 
parallel to ida is the axis of an involutory collineation interchanging X oo, Yoo. 
We have Hx \lx =I= 0. Indeed, if y E Q\ {x} there exists by Proposition 7 precisely one 
jelx with j(y)=y. Suppose j=(x)(y)(a,b)(c,d)··· with distinct elements 
a, b, c, dE Q\{x, y}. By sharp 3-transitivity there exists f E G of the form f = 
(x )(y )(a, c, ... ) · · · ; we have f E Hx, but f is not an involution, otherwise f = j, 
whence b = c, a contradiction. 
Choose f E Hx \Jx. We have / 2 =I= ida, hence FE Hx by Proposition 1; in particular, if 
Bi'1 resp. 8fz denotes the class of lines which are parallel to ida resp. to F, then ~=I= [J'z. 
The mapping 1/J: Q X Q~ Q X Q, (u, v) ~ (f- 1(v),f(u)), yields a collineation of 
.4l(G)(x,x) by Proposition 3; 1jJ exchanges Xoo and Yoo and it follows from 1/J(ida) = f 2 
that 1jJ maps ~ bijectively onto Bfz. Let 1 be a line in Bi'1 . We already observed that 
there exists an involutory homology rJ of .M( G)(x.x) with axis 1jJ(l) and such that rJ 
exchanges Xoo, Yoo. The mapping 1jJ- 1rJ1/J is an involutory homology with axis 1 
exchanging X oo' Yoo. 
The derived plane .M(G)(x,x) is a Bol plane according to [16, p. 210]. D 
As a Bol plane of order q the derived plane .M( G)(x.x) is a translation plane-whence 
in particular q = pm for an odd prime p and a positive integer m-which is 
co-ordinatized by a Bol quasifield. That means, if x0 , x1 are arbitrary distinct elements 
of Q\{x}, we can define on Q\{x} the structure of a Bol quasifield, whose addition 
and multiplication we denote respectively by E9 and o, in such a way that x0 is the 
additive zero and x1 is the identity of the multiplicative loop. We assume the left 
distributive law u o ( v E9 w) = u o v E9 vow to hold. The permutations in Gx become 
then the mappings z ~a o z E9 b, where a, b are elements of the quasifield with a =I= x0 . 
The stabilizer Gx,xo consists then of the mappings z ~a o z with a =I= x0 • 
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By Kallaher's theorem [14) the multiplicative loop of a finite Bol quasifield of order 
q is actually a group, except possibly for the values q =52, 72, 112, 192, 292, 592, 34 or 
36 • The associative law for the multiplication 'o' forces the quasifield to be a nearfield; if 
this is the case then Gx,xo is closed under composition of mappings and turns out to be a 
permutation group. 
PROPOSIDON 9. Let x, y be distinct element in Q. For hE Gx,y and g E Gx we have 
hgh-1 e Gx; the mapping Q X D- Q X !J, (u, v)~(h(u), h(v)) yields thus a co/linea-
tion of the derived affine plane Al( G)(x,x)· 
PROOF. In the nearfield (Q\{x}, $, o) withy as additive zero we can write h resp. 
gin the form h: z~coz resp. g: z~aoz $b, with a, b, c e Q\{x}, a, c non-zero. 
Then hgh-1(z)=co(ao(c- 1oz)$b), where c- 1 denotes the inverse of c in the 
multiplicative group of the nearfield. The distributive law and the associative law for 
multiplication yield hgh-1(z) = (c oao c-1) o z EI1 cob, whence hgh -t E Gx. The mapping 
(u, v)~(h(u), h(v)) obviously yields a permutation of the point set of Al(G)(x,x) and 
maps each positive resp. each negative generator onto a positive resp. negative 
generator. The assertion now follows. 0 
THE HYPERBOLIC IINVOLUTIONS 
We prove some properties of the group {1) generated by the hyperbolic involutions 
in G. 
PRoPosmoN 10. The permutation group {1) is ~-transitive on Q; for x E Q the 
stabilizer (J)x possesses a solvable normal subgroup operating regularly on Q\{x }; for 
y E Q \ { x} the action of ( J) x,y on Q \ { x, y} is either transitive or yields two orbits of 
length (q- 1)/2. 
PROOF. {1) is a transitive permutation group on Q by Proposition 5, which also 
ensures that {J)x is transitive on Q\{x} for all elements x E Q, thus showing that {1) 
is at least 2-transitive on Q. 
Let x, y be distinct elements of Q; fix a permutation f E l<x. y) and consider the subset 
U:=fl<x,y)={ffJiel<x,y)} of (J)x,y; we have IUI=(q-1)/2 by Proposition 5. We 
claim that for wE Q\ {x, y} we have i{g(w) I g E U}l ~ (q- 1)/2. Indeed, if j 1, jz E 
l(x,y) are such that fj1(w) = fj2(w) we have j 1(w) = h(w); having the same action on the 
three distinct elements x, y, wit follows that it and iz must coincide, whence the claim. 
As a consequence we have lorbu>jw)l ~ (q- 1)/2; the action of (I) on Q\ {x, y} 
yields therefore either a single orbit (in which case (I) is 3-transitive on Q) or 
precisely two orbits of length (q- 1)/2: in either case (1) is ~-transitive on Q. 
If x E Q then we clearly have the inclusion lx £;; (J)x. Take i E lx, f E (l)x. There 
exist ft, h· ... , Is e J with f = ft · · · f.-tf.. We have fjf- 1 = ft · · · f.-tf.i!sf.-t · · ·ft. 
The permutation lsi!.= fsjf; 1 is a hyperbolic involution which lies in G by condition 
(+), i.e. lsi!. E J. By the same argument the permutation !s-t(fsjf.)fs-t = !s-t(fsifs)f;!.t 
belongs to J. Induction shows that fjf- 1 is a hyperbolic involution in J. From 
fjf- 1(x) =x we now conclude fjf- 1 Elx. 
Let us now prove that any two hyperbolic involutions j 1 , j 2 Elx are conjugate in 
(J)x. This is clear if it= iz. Assume it i= iz and let y resp. w denote the fixed point of j 1 
resp. iz on Q\ {x}; then we have y i= w. By Proposition 7 there exists a unique j e lx 
such that j(w) = y; the permutation jj1 j is a hyperbolic involution and lies in G by 
condition (+); from iiti(x) = x it follows that iiti lies in lx and iid(w) = w = j2(w) 
implies jjti = j 2 by Proposition 7. 
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1x is thus a full conjugacy class of involutions in (1)x; as a consequence we have that 
(Jx) is a normal subgroup of (1)x- Furthermore, (Jx) operates transitively on .Q\{x} 
by Proposition 7. 
Let j1, j2 be hyperbolic involutions in 1x· We have (j1h)2 = j1(j2j 1h) with j2jd2 E 1x 
by what we just proved; similarly we have Ud2)3 = ji(j2(jihji)j2), where hUd2j1)h 
lies in 1x by repeated application of the same argument. Induction shows that for any 
positive integer s we can write the permutation (j1hY in the form j 1 j for a suitable 
hyperbolic involution j E 1x- Suppose (j d2Y (y) = y for some element y E .Q \ { x}. From 
jd(y)=y we obtain j(y)=j1(y), whence j=j1 by Proposition 7, and therefore also 
(j1hY = j1j = id0 : the group (j1h) is thus semiregular on .Q\ {x }. Since a permutation 
in a semiregular group decomposes into cycles of equal length, we have that the length 
of the cycles of the permutation j 1h on .Q\{x} must be a divisor of I.Q\{x}l =q, 
consequently I (jd2 ) I must be a divisor of q. 
Since p is the unique prime divisor of q, it follows from Corollary 3 of [8] that 
Ux) I Ux) ' is isomorphic to the group generated by an element of 1x and has thus order 
2, and furthermore that Ux)' is a p-group. The groups Ux) I Ux)' are thus solvable and 
therefore so is Ux ) . 
Ifthe stabilizer (1)x is not primitive on .Q\{x}, then since it is ~-transitive on .Q\{x} 
it must be a Frobenius group by [17, 8.1 p. 57]; its Frobenius kernel is a regular normal 
subgroup, cf. [13, V§8.2]; since by Thompson's theorem the Frobenius kernel is 
nilpotent (cf. (13, V§8.7]) we have the assertion in this case. 
Assume now (1)x to be primitive on .Q\{x}. Its solvable normal subgroup (Jx) 
operates transitively on .Q \ { x}; from I Ux) I ;;;;. l1x U { id0 } I = q + 1 it follows that Ux) is 
not regular on .Q\{x}. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of (J)x; since (1)x is 
primitive on .Q \ { x} we have that M is transitive on .Q \ { x}. If M ~ Ux) then 
M n (Jx) = {id0 } and consequently M centralizes Ux>· Let y be an element of .Q\{x} 
and let h be a permutation in Ux )yo If w is an element of .Q\ {x, y} then, since M is 
transitive on .Q\{x}, there exists a permutation/EM such thatf(y)=w; it follows 
fromfh = hfthatf(y) = h(f(y)) holds, i.e. w = h(w); thus h = id0 , (Jx)y = {id0 } and 
Ux) is semi regular on .Q \ { x}, whence also regular, a contradiction. We conclude that 
M is a subgroup of the solvable group (Jx), therefore M is solvable. A solvable 
minimal normal subgroup of a primitive permutation group is regular, cf. [13, 11§3.2], 
thus M is regular on .Q\ {x} and we have the assertion in this case. 
PROPOSITION 11. If we fix an element oo E .Q we can define .Q\{oo} the algebraic 
structure of Galois field of order q in such a way that the inclusions PSL(2, q) ~ (J) ~ 
PFL(2, q) hold. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1.1 of [12] the group (1) possesses a normal subgroup M such 
that M ~ (1) ~Aut(M) and M acts on .Q either as a sharply 3-transitive group or as 
PSL(2, ij) or as Sz(ij) or as PSU(3, ij) or as R(ij) (all of these groups being considered 
in their usual 2-transitive representation). 
The subgroup M cannot act as Sz(ij) on .Q; otherwise 15.?1 = ij2 + 1 with ij = 22s+I 
should hold, impossible since 15.?1 is even. 
Assume that M acts on .Q as PSU(3, ij) resp. as R(ij) with ij = 32s+ 1; in either case 
we should have 15.?1 = ij3 + 1 and if x, y are distinct elements of .Q then the pointwise 
stabilizer of {x, y} in Aut(M) should have an orbit of length ij - 1 on .Q\ {x, y}; from 
(1) ~Aut(M), ij < (ij 3 -1)12 and the fact that the length of each orbit of (1)x,y on 
.Q\ {x, y} is at least (ij 3 - 1)12 we obtain a contradiction. 
Assume M to be sharply 2-transitive on .Q. Then since 15.?1 is even M must be the 
group of affine linear transformations on a nearfield of even order; in other words it is 
possible to define addition and multiplication on .Q in such a way that .Q is a nearfield 
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of even order and M is the group of all mappings x ~ax + b, a, b e Q, a* 0; in 
particular we know from the classification of finite nearfields ( cf. [7] or [16]) that Q is a 
regular nearfield with kernel GF(2d) and we have IDI = 2dn, where every prime divisor 
of n divides 2d- 1; in particular n is odd. The order of the group of nearfield-
automorphisms of Q is nf-1, where f denotes the multiplicative order of 2 modulo m 
{cf. [16, 117.6a]; in particular nf-1 is odd. Aut(M) is the group of affine semilinear 
transformations x ~ aa(x) + b with a, b e Q, a * 0, a a nearfield automorphism. 
Assume j e Aut(M) to be a hyperbolic involution. Since Aut(M) is 2-transitive on Q we 
may assume up to conjugation that j fixes 0 and 1. It follows that j has the form 
j(x) = a(x) for a nearfield automorphism of order 2: since the group of nearfield 
automorphisms has odd order, this cannot occur. Therefore no hyperbolic involution 
exists in Aut(M), contradicting the relations 0=1=1 ~ (J) ~Aut(M). We conclude that 
M cannot be sharply 2-transitive on Q. 
The unique possibility left is that M acts as PSL(2, ij) on Q; we have ij = q and from 
Aut(PSL(2, q)) = PFL(2, q) we have the assertion. 0 
For some properties of the groups PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q) and PFL(2, q) that we 
shall need hereafter and for the standard terminology we refer to [13, 11§7, §8]. We 
recall in particular that a Singer cycle in PGL(2, q) is a cyclic subgroup of order q + 1; 
each Singer cycle operates regularly on Q and consists therefore of idu and of q further 
permutations which are fixed-point-free on Q; conversely, a fixed-point-free permuta-
tion in PGL(2, q) belongs to a unique Singer cycle; any two Singer cycles are 
conjugate under a permutation in PSL(2, q). 
PROPOSITION 12. Assume f e PSL(2, q). For he H U {id0 } we have the relation 
fhf- 1 e H U {id0 }. If the permutation g e Sym(Q) can be written in the form g = hkh 
with h, k e H U {id0 }, then we have fgf- 1 e G. 
PROOF. Since PSL(2, q) ~ (J) we can write f = fd2 • • ·Is with ft, fz, ... , Is e J and 
we have fhf- 1 = f1Uk · · (fshfs) · · ·)fz)ft. It follows from condition (+) that fshls e G 
holds; from fshls = fshf; 1 it follows that fshls is either a hyperbolic permutation or the 
identity, i.e. fshls e H U {id0 }. We can repeat the argument inductively and obtain 
fhf- 1 E H U {id0 }. 
If g = hkh with h, k e H n {idu}, then we have fhf-I, fkf- 1 e H U {id0 }; as an 
application of condition(+) we obtainfgf-1 = (fhf-1)(fkf-1)(fhf-1) e G. 0 
PROPOSITION 13. For q = 1 mod 4 every involution in PSL(2, q) is hyperbolic and 
every hyperbolic involution in PFL(2, q) lies in PSL(2, q ). For q = -1 mod 4 every 
involution in ( PG L(2, q) \ PSL(2, q)) is hyperbolic and every hyperbolic involution in 
PFL(2, q) lies in (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)). 
PROOF. An involution in PGL(2, q) is either fixed-point-free or it has precisely two 
fixed points on Q. 
Up to conjugation by a permutation in PSL(2, q), a fixed-point-free involution in 
PGL(2, q) may be assumed to exchange oo and 0 in a 2-cycle, hence to be of the form 
z ~clz for a non-square element c e GF(q)*; such a permutation lies in PSL(2, q) iff 
q = -1 mod 4 holds. Therefore no fixed-point-free involution of PGL(2, q) can be in 
PSL(2, q) for q = 1 mod 4, while every fixed-point-free involution of PGL(2, q) lies in 
PSL(2, q) for q = -1 mod4. 
Up to conjugation by a permutation in PSL(2, q), a hyperbolic involution in 
PGL(2, q) may be assumed to fix oo and 0; the unique such involution is the mapping 
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z H-z, which lies in PSL(2, q) iff q == 1 mod 4; thus for q == 1 mod 4 every hyperbolic 
involution in PGL(2, q) lies in PSL(2, q), while for q == -1 mod 4 no hyperbolic 
involution in PGL(2, q) lies in PSL(2, q). 
Let j E PFL(2, q) be an involution with at least two fixed points. Again we may 
assume that j fixes oo and 0, otherwise we conjugate by a suitable permutation in 
PSL(2,q). Then j(z)=aa(z) for an element aeGF(q)* and an automorphism 
a eAut(GF(q)). Consideration of the group-homomorphism C/>: PFL(2, q)~ 
Aut(GF(q)), mapping each semilinear transformation onto its associated field-
automorphism, gives cr = id, showing that a is either the identity or the unique 
involution in the cyclic group Aut(GF(pm)). 
In the former case we have /(z) = a2z, whence a2 = 1 and consequently a = -1. In 
the latter case m is necessarily even, say m = 2n, whence q == 1 mod 4 and a: z H zP". 
From /(z) = aa(a)z we deduce aa(a) = 1, i.e. aP"+l = 1; therefore a lies in the unique 
subgroup of order pn + 1 of the multiplicative cyclic group GF(q)*; if we denote by~ a 
primitive element of GF(q), then the subgroup under consideration is generated by 
~(q-l)t(p"+l) = ~p"-l and therefore a-1 has a (pn -l)th root in GF(q)*, say bP"- 1 = a- 1; 
as a consequence we have bP" = a-1b and j(b) = aa(b) = abP" = aa- 1b = b: having the 
three distinct fixed points oo, 0 and b the permutation j cannot be hyperbolic. 0 
PRoPosmoN 14. For q == 1 mod 4 the set J consists precisely of the involutions in 
PSL(2, q), while for q == -1 mod 4 the set J consists precisely of the involutions in 
(PGL(2, q) \PSL(2, q)). In particular we have {z ~ -z + b I bE GF(q)} r;;J. 
PROOF. We have Ill= (q i 1). In fact Jx is sharply !-transitive on .Q\ {x} for each x 
in .Q; to each element y in .Q\ {x} there exists thus precisely one hyperbolic involution 
in lx fixing y; it follows that a hyperbolic involution in G is uniquely determined by its 
two fixed points; the number of hyperbolic involutions in G is thus given by the 
number of 2-subsets of .Q. On the other side ( q i 1 ) is also the number of hyperbolic 
involutions in PGL(2, q) and the assertion is thus a consequence of Proposition 13. 0 
PROPOSmON 15. The permutation set L :=l(oo,o/(oo,O) = {j1iz I j 1, iz E l(oo,o)} is a cyclic 
subgroup of order (q -1)/2 of PSL(2, q). 
PROOF. As a consequence of Proposition 14 we have that l(oo,o) consists of all 
mappings z~a/z as a runs over the squares in GF(q)*; therefore L consists of all 
mappings z ~ab- 1z with a, b squares in GF(q)*, whence L = {z ~cz I c a square in 
GF(q)*}, showing that L is isomorphic to the multiplicative subgrat~p of squares in 
GF(q)*. 0 
BACK TO THE DERIVED AFFINE PLANE 
As in the previous section we identity the elements of .Q with the points of the 
projective line PG(l, q) = GF(q) U {oo} and we set~:= {(u, u) I u E .Q\{oo, 0} }. 
Let A denote the set of all mappings .Q x .Q~ .Q x .Q, (u, v)~ (h(u), h(v)) with 
h E L; A is a group which is isomorphic to L. By Proposition 6 each mapping a E A 
induces a collineation of the derived affine plane .At( G)(oo,oo); furthermore, we have 
a(id0 ) = id0 , a((oo, oo)) = (oo, oo), a((O, 0)) = (0, 0), whence also a(~)=~- We have 
a((u, u)) = (u, u) for all points (u, u) E ~iff a is the identity and therefore A acts 
faithfully on the q - 1 points of ~. 
PROPosmoN 16. If q = 36 then for x, y E .Q, x * y, the stabilizer Gx,y is a group. 
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PROOF. Let G denote the autotopism group of the derived plane .M(G)(oo,oo) with 
respect to the points (0, 0), X,, Y,. Let Q denote the co-ordinatizing Bol quasifield 
constructed on .Q \ { oo} in which we have chosen 0 to be the additive zero. 
Assume Q not to be a nearfield. By the remark in [14, §4 p. 310) the group G 
operates transitively on the set ..1:= {(u, 0) I u E GF(q)*}; hence case (vi) of Theorem 
3.1 in [14] applies and G must induce SL(2, 13) on ..1. The cyclic subgroup A of G 
operates faithfully on ..1, therefore A embeds in SL(2, 13); since the order of a cyclic 
subgroup of SL(2, 13) is at most 13 + 1, we obtain the bound (q -1)/2 ~ 14, whence 
q ~ 28 < 36, a contradiction. Q is thus a nearfield and G,,0 is a group. 
Let fePSL(2,q) be such that f(oo)=x, f(O)=y hold; as a consequence of 
Proposition 12 we have fG,,of- 1 ~ Gx,y and a comparison of cardinalities yields the 
equality fG,,of- 1 = Gx,y' whence the assertion. 0 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall make the further assumption that the 
two-point-stabilizer Gx,y be a group for all pairs of distinct elements x, y E .Q. 
This additional hypothesis is thus a consequence of our initial condition(_,.), except 
possibly for q =52, 72, 112, 192, 292, 592 or 34 • 
Let B denote the set of all mappings .Q x .Q~ .Q x .Q, (u, v)~---+(h(u), h(v)) with 
h E G,,0 ; B is a group which is isomorphic to the group G,, 0 • By Proposition 9 each 
mapping f3 E B induces a collineation of the derived affine plane .M(G)(oo,oo); furthe-
rmore, we have f3(id0 ) = id0 , f3((oo, oo)) = (oo, oo), {3((0, 0)) = (0, 0), whence also 
f3(I) =I. We have f3((u, u)) = (u, u) for all points (u, u) E I iff f3 is the identity. In 
other words, B acts faithfully on the q - 1 points of I. 
We denote by C the subgroup of the collineation group of .M(G)(oo,oo) which is 
generated by A and B. We clearly have y(I) =I for each collineation y E C; in other 
words the group C acts on I: in particular, for each point P E I we have 
lorbc(P)I ~ q - 1. Furthermore, we have ICI ;;.jAB I = IAIIBI/IA n Bl = (q -
1f/(2IA n Bl). If we now consider the relation lorbc(P)I = ICIIIStabc(P)I, we obtain 
the inequality lA n Bl ;;. (q - 1)/(21Stabc(P)I). 
PROPOSITION 17. The inequality I Goo,O n Ll ;;. 3 holds. 
PROOF. The inequality IGoo,O n Ll;;. 3 is clearly equivalent to the inequality lA n 
Bl;;. 3. 
In order to prove the latter inequality, consider the nearfield Q constructed on 
.Q\ { oo} in which we have chosen 0 to be the additive zero and 1 to be the multiplicative 
identity. Choose P := (1, 1). If y E Stabc(P) then y yields a collineation of the nearfield 
plane .M(G)(oo,oo) fixing the four points (0, 0), (0, 1), (1,1) and (1, 0). By [16, 7.2 p. 31] 
there exists aeAut(Q) such that y((u,v))=(a(u),a(v)) for all points (u,v) of 
.M(G)(oo,oo)· As a consequence we have !Stabc(P)I ~ IAut(Q)I, whence lA n Bl;;. (q-
1)/(21Aut(Q)I). 
For an estimate of IAut(Q)I we consider first the case when Q is a regular nearfield. 
If ij is the cardinality of the kernel of Q, then we have in particular q = IQI = ijn for 
some positive integer n and an application of [16, 7.6(a) p. 35] yields IAut(Q)I ~ n, 
whence lA n Bl;;. (ijn- 1)/(2n); it is easily checked that for ijn > 9 the inequality 
(ijn- 1)/(2n);;. 3 holds. If Q is one of the seven irregular nearfields, then we can use 
directly the exact value of IAut(Q)I given on page 231 of [7). 0 
We remark that Proposition 17 is the point where we have made essential use of the 
assumption q > 9. In fact for the regular nearfield of order 9 the bound on the size of 
the automorphism group considered in the previous proof does not lead to the 
inequality IGoo,o n Ll;;. 3, which will be the key point for the rest of the proof. 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
With the information gained in the previous sections our result will follow in a few 
more steps; the idea is to show that G contains more and more permutations of 'known 
type' until we can reach the conclusion that G contains the whole of PGL(2, q) resp. of 
M(q). 
PROPOSITION 18. For q = 1 mod 4 we have PSL(2, q) ~ G; for q = -1 mod 4 we 
have (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)) ~G. 
PROOF. First of all we claim that there exists a square u E GF(q)\{0, 1, -1} such 
that Goo contains all permutations hv: D---+ Q, z ~uz + v with v E GF(q). 
Being a cyclic group L contains at most one involution, therefore IGoo,o n Ll ~ 3 
implies that Goo,o n L contains at least one non-involutory permutation. Since L is 
contained in PSL(2, q), we see that there exists a square u E GF(q)\{0, 1, -1} such 
that the permutation gu: D---+ Q, z ~ uz lies in Goo,o· 
For v E GF(q) let jv denote the permutation D---+ Q, z ~- z + v; then jv E J and 
condition (+) implies that the permutation jvgujv belongs to G. We have jvgujv(z) = 
uz + v(1- u); as v runs over GF(q), so does v(1- u), whence the claim follows. 
Let now g:Q---+Q, z~(Az+B)/(Cz+D) with C=FO be a permutation in 
PSL(2, q) if q = 1 mod4 resp. in (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)) if q = -1 mod4. Our claim is 
that there exist v E GF(q) and j E J such that g = hvjhv holds, whence showing that g 
belongs to G by condition ( +). 
An involution j in PGL(2, q) has the form j(z) = (az + b)/(ez- a) with -a2 - be in 
GF(q)*. The matrix equation 
is easily seen to be solvable for v, a, b, e, namely v =[A+ u2D]/[C(u + 1)], 
a= [A- uD]/[u(u + 1)], b = [(u + 1)2(BC- AD)- (A- u2D 2) 2]/[uC(u + 1)2], e = 
C/u, and for these values we obtain the equality g = hvjhv. We have u 2( -a2 - be)= 
AD- BC; therefore ( -a2 - be) is a square in GF(q )* iff so is AD - BC; hence j E J 
and the claim is proved. 
Let now w be a square in GF(q)* if q=1mod4 resp. a non-square in GF(q)* if 
q = -1 mod 4. We claim that G contains all permutations of type !J---+ Q, z ~ wz + v 
with v E GF(q). 
To this purpose, assume first that w =F 1. Define gw: z ~ wz. For q = 1 mod 4 define 
j: z ~ (z- 2)/(z- 1) resp. for q = -1 mod 4 define j: z ~ z/(z- 1). We have j E J and 
the permutation fw: = jgwj, being the conjugate of a hyperbolic permutation, is also a 
hyperbolic permutation; furthermore.fw E PSL(2, q) resp. fw E (PGL(2, q) \PSL(2, q)) 
according as q = 1 mod 4 resp. q = -1 mod 4; in either case we can verify that fw has 
the form z~(Az+B)/(Cz+D) with C=FO and therefore fw belongs toG by our 
previous claim. From gw = jfwj and condition(+) the relation gw E G follows. Since gw 
is a hyperbolic permutation we have jvgwjv E G by condition (+); from jvgwjv(z) = 
wz + v(1- w) and the fact that v(1- w) runs over GF(q) as v does, the claim follows 
in this case. 
Assume now w = 1, which by our choice of w can only occur for q = 1 mod 4. Let d 
be a square in GF(q)* such that d2 =F 1. The mappings h 1: z ~dz, h2 : z ~d-2z + vd-1 
are hyperbolic permutations in G by what we just proved. Condition(+) forces h 1h2h 1 
to lie in G; from h1h2h1(z) = z + v the claim follows in this case, thus completing the 
proof of our proposition. 0 
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PROPOSITION 19. For an odd prime power q, let G be a sharply 3-transitive 
permutation set on Q = GF(q) U { oo} such that G contains as a subset either the group 
PSL(2, q) or its coset (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)). Then we have G ~ PFL(2, q). 
PROOF. We consider first the case PSL(2, q) ~ G and divide the proof into three 
steps. 
Step 1. Goo~AFL(l, q). Assume hE Goo and let z0 be an element of Q\{oo}. For 
each square u E GF(q )* the mapping fu: z ~ u(z - z0) + h(z0 ) lies in PSL(2, q ). If 
h i= fu then oo and z0 are the unique elements of Q on which h and fu have the same 
action. As a consequence we have that the ratio (h(z)- h(z0))/(z- z0 ) never takes the 
value u as z varies in GF(q)\{.zo}. If hi=fu for all squares ueGF(q)*, then 
(h(z)- h(z0))/(z- z0 ) is always a non-square in GF(q)* as z ranges over GF(q)\{z0 }. 
In other words, if v is a fixed non-square element in GF(q)*, then (vh(z)-
vh(z0))/(z- z0) is always a square in GF(q)*. By (5] there exists an automorphism a 
of the field GF(q) such that the mapping vh has the form vh: z ~ca(z) + d for some 
elements c E GF(q)*, dE GF(q). As a consequence we have h eAFL(l, q). 
Step 2. Gx ~ PFL(2, q) for all elements x E Q. Take f E PFL(2, q) with f(oo) = x; 
then f- 1GJ is a sharply 2-transitive permutation set on Q\{oo}; furthermore, 
ASL(l, q) ~f- 1Gxfsince PSL(2, q)x ~ Gx. We can thus argue as in the proof of Step 1 
and show thatf-1Gxfis contained in AFL(l, q); it follows that Gx ~fAFL(l, q)f-1 ~ 
PFL(2, q). 
Step 3. If g e G is a fixed-point-free permutation on Q then g E PFL(2, q). Fix an 
element x in Q and take h E PSL(2, q) with h(g(x)) = x. The permutation set hG is 
sharply 3-transitive on Q and contains PSL(2, q); by Step 2 the stabilizer (hG)x is 
contained in PFL(2, q); thus hg e PFL(2, q), whence also g e PFL(2, q). 
Now, for any g e (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)) we have g(PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)) = 
PSL(2, q ). Therefore if G is a sharply 3-transitive permutation set on Q which contains 
the coset (PGL(2, q)\PSL(2, q)), then gG is a sharply 3-transitive permutation set on 
Q containing PSL(2, q ). By the first part of the proof gG is contained in PFL(2, q) and 
consequently so is G as well. · 
PROPOSITION 20. For q = 1 mod 4 precisely one of the following cases occurs: 
(i) Gx,y = PG L(2, q )x,y for all distinct x, y E Q; 
(ii) q = pm with m even and Gx,y = M(q )x,y for all distinct x, y E Q. 
For q = -1 mod 4 we have Gx,y = PG L(2, q )x,y for all distinct x, y E Q. 
PROOF. Assume q = 1 mod 4 and choose g E (Goo,o \PSL(2, q)): by Proposition 19 
we can write g:z~aa(z) for an element aeGF(q)* and an automorphism ae 
Aut(GF(q)). 
If cis a square in GF(q)* the mapping gc: z ~cz belongs to Goo,o· From g(l) =a, 
gc(l) = c and the fact that Goo,o is sharply !-transitive on Q\ { oo, 0} it follows that a 
must be a non-square. We have g2(z) =a a( a )a2(z ); the element a a( a) is a square in 
GF(q)* and we have g\1) = aa(a); from g 2 E Goo,o it follows that g2(z) = aa(a)z holds, 
whence ~ = id. Therefore a is either the identity or the unique automorphism of order 
2 of GF(q). 
Since Goo,o is closed under composition of mapping, we have gcg E Goo,o with 
gcg(z) = caa(z); as the element c runs over the squares of GF(q)* the element ca runs 
over the non-squares of GF(q)*; we conclude that Goo,o contains all mappings z ~cz, 
c a square, and all mappings z ~da(z), d a non-square: these mappings already 
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yield q -1 permutations altogether and since IGoo,ol = q -1 we see that Goo,o 
consists precisely of the mappings just described and we have Goo,o = PGL(2, q)oo,o 
resp. Goo,o = M(q)oo,o according as a= id resp. a is the involution in Aut(GF(q)). 
Let now x, y be arbitrary distinct elements of Q. As PSL(2, q) is 2-transitive on 
Q, there exists fePSL(2,q) such that f(oo)=x, f(O)=y. Proposition 12 yields 
fGoo,of- 1 ~ Gf(oo),f(O) = Gx,y; comparing cardinalities we obtain fGoo,of- 1 = Gx,y· 
We have thus PGL(2, q)x,y = fPGL(2, q)oo,of-1 = fGoo,o/- 1 = Gx,y resp. M(q)x,y = 
fM(q)oo,of- 1 = fGoo,of- 1 = Gx,y according as a= id or a is the unique automorphism of 
order 2 of GF(q). 
Assume now q = -1 mod 4. Choose a permutation g E Goo,o \ (PG L(2, q) \ 
PSL(2, q)). Again we write gin the form z ~aa(z) for an element a in GF(q)* and an 
automorphism a E Aut(GF(q)). 
We know that Goo,o already contains all mappings gc: z ~cz, where cis a non-square 
in GF(q)*; from g(l) =a and the fact that Goo,o is sharply !-transitive on Q\{oo, 0} it 
follows that a must be a square; since Goo,o is closed under composition of mappings, it 
also follows that Goo,o contains all mappings z ~ caa(z ), where c is a non-square in 
GF(q)*; if c is a non-square of GF(q)*, so is ca and thus both mappings z ~caz, 
z ~caa(z) belong to Goo,o: since they both map 1 onto ca, they must coincide, showing 
that a = id holds in this case. 
Since Goo,o is sharply !-transitive on Q\ { oo, 0}, it follows that if b is a square in 
GF(q)* then the mapping gb: z ~ bz must belong to Goo,o· Therefore {gc IcE 
GF(q)*} ~ Goo,o holds and the relation IGoo,ol = q -1 yields equality, whence Goo,o = 
PGL(2, q)oo,o· 
For arbitrary distinct elements x, y E Q the conclusion Gx,y = PGL(2, q)x,y can now 
be reached with the same argument given for the case q = 1 mod 4. 0 
PROPOSITION 21. If q = 1 mod 4 and (i) occur or if q = 1 mod 4 occurs then we have 
Gx = PGL(2, q)x for all x E Q. If q = 1 mod 4 and (ii) occur, then we have Gx = M(q)x 
for all x E Q. 
PROOF. A comparison of cardinalities shows that it is sufficient to prove 
PGL(2, q)x ~ Gx resp. M(q)x ~ Gx-
Assume first q = 1 mod 4 and (i) to hold and let g be a non-identical permutation in 
PGL(2, q)x- If g has a further fixed pointy on Q, then since Gx,y = PGL(2, q)x,y holds 
we obtain g E Gx. If xis the unique fixed point of g, then g lies in PSL(2, q); indeed, 
we may assume x = oo up to conjugation in PSL(2, q), in which case the claim is 
obvious since g has the form z ~ z + b with bE GF(q); from PSL(2, q) ~ G we obtain 
g E Gx, whence the assertion in this case. 
A quite similar argument yields the assertion when q = 1 mod 4 and (ii) hold. 
Assume now q=-lmod4. Let c be a square in GF(q)*\{1}; the hyperbolic 
permutation gc: z ~cz lies in Goo,o by Proposition 20; ford E GF(q) and jd: z ~ -z + d 
we have jdgcjd E G by condition (+); from jdgcjd(z) = cz + d(l- c) it follows that Goo 
contains every mapping z ~ cz + b with b E G F( q ). 
Consider the mapping A: z ~ z + b, where bE GF(q). Let c be a square in 
GF(q)*\{1}. Since c-2 #=1, the mappings gc:z~cz, kb:z~c-2z+bc- 1 are hyper-
bolic permutations in G by what we just observed and we have fb = gckbgc. As a 
consequence of Proposition 12 we obtain ffbf- 1 E G for all f E PSL(2, q) and therefore 
G contains all permutations in PGL(2, q) with precisely one fixed point on Q. 
Since the two-point-stabilizers of G already coincide with the corresponding ones of 
PGL(2, q), we conclude that the relation Gx = PGL(2, q)x holds for all x E Q. 0 
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PROPOSITION 22. Let q be an odd prime power. In case q = -1 mod 4 holds assume 
q ~ 7. Let a be an element of GF(q). The mapping f: GF(q)- GF(q), z ~ z2 - 4az 
takes at least one non-zero square value. 
PROOF. The assertion is trivial for a= 0. Assume a* 0. If q = 1 mod 4 then 
f(2a) = -4a2 is a square in GF(q)*. 
Assume q = -1 mod 4. We have /(1) = 1- 4a, f( -1) = 1 + 4a. If one of the values 
1- 4a, 1 + 4a is a non-zero square, we are finished. Otherwise, either both 1- 4a and 
1 + 4a are non-squares or one of them is zero. 
If both 1- 4a and 1 + 4a are non-squares, then 1- 4a2 = (1- 4a)(1 + 4a) is a 
non-zero square; hence so is a-2 - 4 = a-2(1- 4a2) and f(a- 1) = a-2 - 4 yields the 
assertion. 
If 1 - 4a = 0 then we are dealing with the mapping z ~ z2 - z; our assertion is true if 
we can prove that there exists a square bE GF(q )* for which the polynomial z2 - z- b 
has a root in GF(q). This is certainly the case if 1 + 4b is a non-zero square. Since -1 
is a non-square in GF(q )*, there are precisely (q - 3)/4 pairs (c1, c2) with c1 , c2 E 
GF(q )*, c1 a square, c2 a non-square such that the equality 1 = c1 + c2 holds; q ~ 7 
implies (q- 3)/4 ~ 1, hence if (c1 , c2) is one such pair, the value b := -c2/4 satisfies 
our request. 
A quite similar argument carries out when 1 + 4a = 0. 0 
PROPOSITION 23. Assume either q = 1 mod 4 and (i) or q = -1 mod 4 to hold. Then 
we have G = PGL(2, q). 
PROOF. By a cardinality argument it is sufficient to prove the inclusion 
PGL(2, q)!:; G. 
We already know that G contains ida and every permutation in PGL(2, q) with 
precisely one or two fixed points on Q. All we have to do is show that G contains all 
fixed-point-free permutations in PGL(2, q). 
Let S be a Singer cycle; every Singer cycle can be written in the form JSJ- 1 for a 
suitable permutation f E PSL(2, q ). Assume that each permutation g E S can be 
represented in the form g = hkh, with h, k E H U {ida}; then we have fSf- 1 !:; Gas a 
consequence of Proposition 12, i.e. G contains all Singer cycles, hence all fixed-point-
free permutations in PGL(2, q). 
We can construct a Singer cycle as follows, cf. [4): assume bE GF(q)* to be a 
non-square; for a E GF(q) define fa: z ~ (az + b)/(z +a); then S :={ida} U {!a I a E 
GF(q)} is a Singer cycle. In case q = -1 mod 4 we exclude for b the value -1. 
Assume a* 0 and choose A E GF(q)* in such a way that A 2 - 4aA is a non-zero 
square; this choice is possible by Proposition 22. The mapping h: z ~ (Az- aA)/z is a 
hyperbolic permutation in PGL(2, q), and hence lies in H by Proposition 20. We have 
hfah(z) = [A(b- a2)z)/[(Aa + b)z- Aa2J; therefore k :=hfah is a hyperbolic permuta-
tion in PGL(2, q), whence again k E Hand we can write fa= h-1kh- 1 with h-I, k E H. 
Assume a= 0. For q = 1 mod 4 set h: z ~ (z + 1)/(- z + 1) resp. for q = -1 mod 4 
set h:z~z/(z-b); his a hyperbolic permutation in PGL(2,q); hence heH by 
Proposition 19 and we have hf0h(z)=[(1-b)z+(1+b)JI[(1+b)z+(1-b)J resp. 
hf0h(z) = -b- 1z + 1; in either case k :=hfoh turns out to be a hyperbolic permutation 
in PGL(2, q), whence / 0 = h- 1kh- 1 with h-I, k E H. 0 
PROPOSITION 24. Assume q = 1 mod 4 and (ii) to hold. Then we have G = M(q). 
PROOF. Again it suffices to prove the inclusion M(q)!:; G; since the permutations in 
M(q) with precisely one or two fixed points on Q as well as the permutations in 
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PSL(2, q) already belong to G we only need to show that G contains all fixed-point-
free permutations in (M(q)\PSL(2, q)). 
Let g be one such permutation with g(oo) = 0. We can write g in the form 
g(z) = b/(a(z) +d) for a non-square bE GF(q)* and an element dE GF(q). The 
determinant of the mapping h: z ~ (z + 1)/( -z + 1) is 2; since every element in 
GF(p)* is a square in GF(q) we see that his a hyperbolic permutation in PSL(2, q). 
We have hgh(z) = [(1- b- d)a(z) + (1 + b + d)]/[(1 + b- d)a(z) + (1- b +d)], 
whence in particular hgh(1) = 1; from hgh E (M(q)\PSL(2, q)) and the observation 
that every permutation in M(q) with precisely one fixed point on Q already lies in 
PSL(2, q), it follows that k := hgh has a further fixed point on Q and is thus a 
hyperbolic permutation in M(q). 
Proposition 19 implies k E H and we obtain g = h- 1kh- 1 with h- 1, k E H. As a 
consequence of Proposition 12 we have fgf- 1 E G for every f E PSL(2, q). 
Let g be an arbitrary fixed-point-free permutation in (M(q)\PSL(2, q)) and let x, y 
be distinct elements in Q such that g(x) = y. There exist f E PSL(2, q) with f(oo) =x, 
f(O) = y and a fixed-point-free permutation g E (M(q)\PSL(2, q)) with g(oo) = 0 such 
that g = fgf- 1 holds and, consequently, we have g E G by what we just observed. 0 
ADDENDUM 
One of the referees has pointed out to us that, in a talk given at Boca Raton in 
February 1989, M. J. Kallaher showed that his Theorem [14] is still true in the cases 
when q =52, 72 , 112, 192, 292, 592 • As a consequence the restriction on q in Theorem 2 
can be reduced to q * 9, 34• We were able to show that Theorem 2 holds for q = 9 as 
well (to appear in a separate note). As far as we know. the unique possible exception 
to Theorem 2 thus remains q = 34 • 
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